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Abstract
It has been hypothesized that the ocean mesoscale (particularly ocean fronts) can affect the strength and location of the overly-
ing extratropical atmospheric storm track. In this paper, we examine whether resolving ocean fronts in global climate models 
indeed leads to significant improvement in the simulated storm track, defined using low level meridional wind. Two main 
sets of experiments are used: (i) global climate model Community Earth System Model version 1 with non-eddy-resolving 
standard resolution or with ocean eddy-resolving resolution, and (ii) the same but with the GFDL Climate Model version 2. 
In case (i), it is found that higher ocean resolution leads to a reduction of a very warm sea surface temperature (SST) bias 
at the east coasts of the U.S. and Japan seen in standard resolution models. This in turn leads to a reduction of storm track 
strength near the coastlines, by up to 20%, and a better location of the storm track maxima, over the western boundary cur-
rents as observed. In case (ii), the change in absolute SST bias in these regions is less notable, and there are modest (10% or 
less) increases in surface storm track, and smaller changes in the free troposphere. In contrast, in the southern Indian Ocean, 
case (ii) shows most sensitivity to ocean resolution, and this coincides with a larger change in mean SST as ocean resolution 
is changed. Where the ocean resolution does make a difference, it consistently brings the storm track closer in appearance 
to that seen in ERA-Interim Reanalysis data. Overall, for the range of ocean model resolutions used here (1° versus 0.1°) 
we find that the differences in SST gradient have a small effect on the storm track strength whilst changes in absolute SST 
between experiments can have a larger effect. The latter affects the land–sea contrast, air–sea stability, surface latent heat 
flux, and the boundary layer baroclinicity in such a way as to reduce storm track activity adjacent to the western boundary 
in the N. Hemisphere storm tracks, but strengthens the storm track over the southern Indian Ocean. A note of caution is 
that the results are sensitive to the choice of storm track metric. The results are contrasted with those from a high resolution 
coupled simulation where the SST is smoothed for the purposes of computing air–sea fluxes, an alternative method of test-
ing sensitivity to SST gradients.

1 Introduction

Extratropical storm tracks are a major component of the 
dynamical climate system, driving the extratropical atmos-
pheric jets (Lorenz and Hartmann 2001) as well as affecting 
weather variability, surface waves, and sea level variabil-
ity. There is some evidence that high resolution atmosphere 
models can change some aspects of the storm tracks such as 
the distribution of extremes, by better resolving atmospheric 
fronts and small mesoscale systems (Willison et al. 2013). 
In addition, high resolution ocean models produce sharp sea 
surface temperature (SST) gradients at ocean fronts, and 
these can influence the low level atmospheric baroclinicity 
(Nakamura et al. 2004, 2008) and the turbulent heat transfer 
across the air-sea interface (Taguchi et al. 2009). The ocean 
mesoscale features exhibit strong lateral surface temperature 
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contrasts that give rise to spatially varying turbulent heat 
fluxes at the ocean surface, and gradients in the overlying 
air temperature and moisture. Thus, it may be expected that 
high-resolution global climate models will produce different 
storm tracks than their standard resolution equivalents. This 
paper investigates whether this expectation is true, using 
coupled climate models run with a high atmosphere resolu-
tion coupled to two different ocean resolutions including 
some with specialized treatment of the SST.

A major question for this study is whether the storm 
track responds more closely to differences in SST gradi-
ent between simulations, or just to differences in SST. The 
former affects the low level baroclinicity in the atmosphere 
(Nakamura et al. 2004, 2008; Taguchi et al. 2009; Small 
et al. 2014a) whilst the latter affects the supply of latent 
heat to the storms (Kuo et al. 1991; Stoelinga et al. 1996; 
Businger et al. 2005) and also vertical mixing of momentum 
(Booth et al. 2010; Liu et al. 2013). In a series of regional 
atmosphere model sensitivity experiments for a single case 
in the NW Atlantic, Booth et al. (2012) found that changes in 
absolute SST had more influence on storm development than 
changes in the gradient of SST. In contrast, Sheldon et al. 
(2017) noted that both the thermodynamic effect (due to 
warm absolute SST) and the dynamic effect (due to SST gra-
dient) were important to the extent of ascent over the Gulf 
Stream. This paper will address the role of absolute SST 
versus SST gradient for the long-term mean storm track.

This paper is novel in that it utilizes fully coupled models, 
which include interactive exchanges of fluxes and momen-
tum between the ocean and the atmosphere and have hence 
additional complexities compared to the atmosphere-only 
simulations analyzed in most of the previous studies (includ-
ing Woollings et al. 2010; Piazza et al. 2016), such as mean 
state SST biases, which we find to be of major importance 
in this paper. Further, we use state-of-the-art model compo-
nents applied at some of the highest horizontal resolutions 
currently found in climate models.

The initial focus of this paper is on storm track defined 
in terms of meridional wind variance. The meridional wind 
is a traditional measure of the storm track, as discussed in 
Trenberth (1991, his schematic Fig. 1), and in Hoskins and 
Hodges (2002, their schematic Fig. 1), and is closely related 
to other climatically important quantities such as tempera-
ture variability, due to meridional advection across mean 
temperature gradients. Later in the paper other metrics are 
introduced for comparison.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents 
the models, experiments and metrics to be used. The global 
and regional sensitivity of the storm track to ocean resolu-
tion in global climate models is described in Sect. 3, where 
the storm track is defined in terms of synoptic variability 
of low level meridional winds. Section 4 analyzes various 
factors that potentially explain the changes in storm track 
with resolution. A comparison of different storm track met-
rics is given in Sect. 5, including precipitation metrics and 
Lagrangian storm tracking. Section 6 presents a discussion 
on the role of absolute SST versus SST gradient in affect-
ing storm track, including results from a coupled sensitivity 
experiment, where the SST used to compute air-sea fluxes 
is spatially smoothed, as well as discussion on the differ-
ences between Eulerian and Lagrangian storm track metrics. 
Finally, conclusions are made in Sect. 7.

2  Experiments and methods

2.1  Climate model experiments

Model experiments to isolate the impact of ocean mesoscale 
and ocean resolution are performed within two modelling 
systems: the Community Earth System Model (CESM1) and 
the GFDL Climate Model (CM2). For reference, Table 1 
lists all experiments.

Table 1  List of experiments, 
model systems, component 
resolutions, and years analyzed

Experiment name Model system Ocean resolution Atmos-
phere 
resolution

Years analyzed and notes

CESM-HR CESM1 0.1° 0.25° Years 60–90
CESM-LR CESM1 1° 0.25° Years 60–90
CESM-A CESM1 0.25° daily analyzed SST 0.25° 2 cycles of 7 years each, 

2003–2009. No-active 
ocean, Reynolds et al. 
(2007) SST

GFDL-CM-HR GFDL-CM 0.1° 0.5° Years 111–140
GFDL-CM-LR GFDL-CM 1° 0.5° Years 111–140
SmthSST CESM1 0.1° 0.25° 10 year run only, initialized 

from year 60 of CESM-HR. 
SST smoothed for air-sea 
fluxes

Author's personal copy
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2.1.1  CESM

CESM1 (Hurrell et al. 2013) as applied here is composed of 
the Community Atmosphere Model 5.2 using a spectral ele-
ment dynamical core (Park et al. 2014), Parallel Ocean Pro-
gram version 2 (POP2, Smith et al. 2010), Community Ice 
Code version 4 (Hunke and Lipscomb 2008), Community 
Land Model version 4 (Lawrence et al. 2011) and CESM 
Coupler 7 with the Large and Yeager (2009) air-sea flux 
routine. The highest resolution simulation used here, with 
0.25° resolution in the atmosphere and nominal 0.1° in the 
ocean, is described in full in Small et al. (2014b). It was run 
for 100 years under “present-day” (year 2000) greenhouse 
gas conditions and is referred to here as CESM-High ocean 
Resolution (CESM-HR). This is compared to a simulation 
with the same 0.25° atmosphere resolution but a nominal 
1° ocean resolution, where ocean eddies are parameterized 
(Gent and McWilliams 1990). This 90-year run under fixed 
year 2000 conditions is referred to as CESM-Low ocean 
Resolution (CESM-LR), and is different to the CESM with 
standard resolution described in Small et al. (2014b), which 
had atmosphere resolution of 1°. All experiments except 
SmthSST (described in Sect. 6.1) are of at least 90 years in 
length, and the analysis described in this paper uses 30-year 
segments from a latter part of the simulations (Table 1).

2.1.2  GFDL CM

The GFDL global coupled models (GFDL-CM) that are 
analyzed here are the GFDL Forecast-oriented Low Ocean 
Resolution (FLOR; Vecchi et  al. 2014) and the GFDL 
CM2.6 (Delworth et al. 2012; Griffies et al. 2014). The 
two configurations share the same atmosphere and land 
components which have a horizontal resolution of approxi-
mately 50 km × 50 km using a cubed sphere finite volume 
dynamical core (Putman and Lin 2007). The ocean and sea 
ice components in FLOR are based on the low-resolution 
GFDL CM2.1 model (Delworth et al. 2006), with a nominal 
horizontal grid spacing of 1°. CM2.6 has the same atmos-
phere model as FLOR but uses a higher-resolution ocean 
with a nominally 0.1° grid spacing that resolves the Rossby 
radius in most regions equatorward of 50° (Delworth et al. 
2012; Griffies et al. 2014). In the following, for consistency 
with our CESM nomenclature, FLOR will be referred to as 
GFDL-CM-LR and CM2.6 as GFDL-CM-HR. The models 
were run for several hundred years under fixed preindustrial 
(1860) greenhouse gas conditions and the diagnostics used 
in this paper are based on years 111–140 (see Table 1). The 
fact that CESM and GFDL CM were initialized for differ-
ent years (year 2000 versus year 1860 respectively) is not 
expected to make a major impact on the results, as most of 
our comparisons in this paper are between a pair of simula-
tions with the same model and start point. Further when 

comparing CESM and GFDL-CM we note that the local 
changes in SST due to model resolution are much larger 
than those expected from climate change between 1860 and 
2000. However, changes to the background storm track due 
to climate change may still have some impact on these latter 
comparisons, and so we focus on effects that can be robustly 
attributable to changes in SST or SST gradient. (Differences 
between GFDL-CM and CESM can also be due to the dif-
ferent model physics, as discussed in Sect. 7).

2.2  Methods

In this paper, Eulerian storm track statistics are computed as 
the standard deviation of daily-differenced state variables. 
The daily difference method (Wallace et al. 1988; Guo et al. 
2009; Booth et al. 2017) captures most elements of syn-
optic variability, and analysis using more traditional band-
pass methods leads to similar conclusions. The output used 
for this approach are: daily averages of meridional wind, 
at 10 m and at 850 hPa, daily averaged precipitation, and 
latent heat flux. Note that the CESM 10 m storm track uses 
a neutral equivalent wind (Liu and Tang 1996). Very similar 
responses were obtained using the actual 10 m wind and the 
wind at the lowest model level (see Booth et al. 2017), where 
it is explained that influence of the surface stability on the 
difference between actual and neutral 10 m winds is weak 
in the strong wind regions of the storm track.

A Lagrangian feature-tracking approach is also used for 
CESM, following storms via their surface pressure centers 
using the TempestExtremes software package (Ullrich and 
Zarzycki 2017). The method follows a standard “detect-and-
stitch” strategy used by many centers for tracking point-
wise features (e.g., Neu et al. 2013). TempestExtremes was 
applied to 20 years of 6-hourly data from the CESM-LR and 
CESM-HR simulations on the native atmospheric grid, fol-
lowing local minima in the surface pressure field by a closed 
contour of at least 2 hPa within a 4° box. Storms must persist 
for 24 h to be retained. Track density was calculated and is 
defined as the number of 6-hourly points from all trajectories 
that fall in 6° × 6° boxes. The approach allows for discrete 
classification of individual tracks and therefore identification 
of statistics such as track density and mean intensity (e.g. 
Hoskins and Hodges 2002; Neu et al. 2013).

For the Eulerian approach, statistical significance is deter-
mined using the Student’s t test. 95% significance of the dif-
ference of means is tested as in Small et al. (2014a), where 
each DJF season is considered a sample, and tests to remove 
the effect of serial autocorrelation are performed.

The baroclinicity used here is defined as the maximum 
Eady growth rate, and we compute the magnitude of the 
long-term time-mean baroclinicity vector, as given in Naka-
mura and Yamane (2009) and Small et al. (2014a, their 
Sect. 5.2).

Author's personal copy
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3  Synoptic variability in fully coupled 
experiments

3.1  Global view of storm track

The boreal winter (DJF) surface storm track in CESM 
and GFDL CM with low resolution ocean models shows 
the familiar maxima over the western North Atlantic and 
North Pacific Ocean basins, and a weaker, more circum-
global storm track in the Southern Hemisphere (Austral 
summer) (Fig. 1a, c). Moving to a high resolution ocean 
does not lead to a large scale increase in the magnitude of 
the surface storm track, in either model (Fig. 1b, d). The 
peak magnitudes of the North Atlantic and North Pacific 
storm tracks are very similar across resolution both in GFDL 
CM (Fig. 1c, d) and in CESM (Fig. 1a, b), and the southern 
hemisphere storm track shows some regions of reduction of 
strength in CESM with increasing resolution (e.g. directly 
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west and east of South America, Fig. 1a,b), whilst there is 
a slight increase south and east of South Africa in GFDL 
CM with increasing resolution (Fig. 1c, d). Note that similar 
conclusions hold for the Southern Hemisphere in Austral 
winter, JJA (not shown).

In general, surface synoptic variability is stronger in 
CESM than in GFDL CM (and most other models and rea-
nalyses). Booth et al. (2017), found that four of the CMIP5 
models, including CESM, had unusually strong surface 
storm tracks compared to ERA-Interim (Dee et al. 2011) 
and the majority of CMIP5 models. However, the free tropo-
sphere storm track in these four models was comparable to 
the other models and reanalysis. The cause of this boundary 
layer overestimation of winds in CESM (and also of sur-
face stress) is not currently known but is being investigated 
(Simpson et al. 2018).

The reasons for the apparent lack of overall strengthening 
of the storm tracks in response to the stronger SST gradients 
seen at high ocean resolution are discussed in detail in Sects. 
4, 5, and 6.1. Before that, some regional characteristics of 
the simulations are discussed, together with supporting 
simulations in atmosphere-only mode and comparison with 
Reanalysis data.

Fig. 1  The surface storm track in DJF, based on 10 m meridional wind, from a, b CESM and c, d GFDL-CM. Cases with standard resolution 
ocean are shown in a, c and with high resolution ocean in b, d. Color bar for all panels is shown at bottom
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3.2  Regional aspects of storm track

We discuss here three regional cases: firstly, in most detail, 
the Northwest Atlantic, followed by comparison with the 
Northwest Pacific and southern Indian Ocean.

3.2.1  Northwest Atlantic

The North Atlantic surface storm track in CESM-HR maxi-
mizes offshore (Fig. 1b), in the approximate location of 
the Gulf Stream extension, as seen in reanalysis and obser-
vations (Booth et al. 2010, 2017), whilst it extends more 
coastward in CESM-LR (Fig. 1a). As a consequence, the 
surface storm track in the CESM-HR is reduced by as much 
as 0.8 m/s, or about 20%, off the U.S. east coast compared 
to CESM-LR (Fig. 2a). Although there is a weak increase 
of the storm track further offshore, some of this is not sig-
nificant (Fig. 2a). The reduction in storm track off the U.S. 
east coast is not just a near-surface change, as illustrated 
by the statistically significant 850-hPa storm track differ-
ence fields for CESM (Fig. 2b). However, the surface storm 
track decreases more than the 850 hPa storm track, so that 
the ratio of the surface to 850 hPa storm track is reduced 
at high resolution: indicative of a more stable environment 
induced by the reduction of SST off the U.S. east coast in 

the high-resolution case (see Fig. 9a below). This issue is 
further discussed in Booth et al. (2017) (see their Fig. 10). 
These results may be interpreted as the high resolution 
model pushing the peak storm track offshore, as the Gulf 
Stream position is more realistically simulated in the high 
resolution, instead of immediately off the coast, as found in 
shorter AMIP runs by Woollings et al. (2010). (In Sects. 3.3 
and 3.4 the question of whether this makes the storm track 
more realistic is addressed.)

The GFDL CM resolution comparison does show some 
surface storm track weakening off the coast and strengthen-
ing near the Gulf Stream extension (Fig. 2c), but the ampli-
tudes of the differences are much weaker than in CESM and 
the patterns are less coherent. In GFDL CM, the positive and 
negative differences are more comparable in amplitude than 
is seen in CESM where the negative pole is dominant. This 
is likely due to the more symmetric positive and negative dif-
ferences between the high and low-resolution SST in GFDL 
CM as compared to CESM, as discussed in Sect. 4 (Fig. 9a, 
b). The storm track change due to increased resolution at 
850 hPa shows a strengthening of the northwestern part of 
the storm track and a slight weakening of the southeastern 
part in GFDL CM, with a significant positive response over 
the Northeast American continent (Fig. 2d). This pattern 
is not obviously related to the weak SST difference shown 

Fig. 2  North-west Atlantic storm track differences between high reso-
lution and low resolution runs (HR minus LR). a, c for 10 m meridi-
onal wind, b, d for meridional wind at 850  hPa, all for DJF. Top 

panels: CESM, bottom panels: GFDL-CM. Statistically significant 
differences at 95% according to the t test are stippled, and in the left 
panels the land is masked out

Author's personal copy
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in Fig. 9b below, however a weak increase in baroclinicity 
at 850 hPa was seen over the Continent in GFDL-CM-HR 
compared to GFDL-CM-LR (not shown).

3.2.2  Northwest Pacific

In CESM the storm track sensitivity to resolution is some-
what similar in the Northwest Pacific to that in the North-
west Atlantic, with a statistically significant local reduction 
of storm track east of Japan in CESM-HR, at 10 m and at 
850 hPa (Fig. 3a, b). However, this reduction in storm track 
is less tied to the land-sea boundary than seen in the North 
Atlantic, and instead is located downstream. In GFDL CM, 

the pattern is similar, but with weaker amplitude than in 
CESM, and again not very significant (Fig. 3c, d).

3.2.3  Southern Indian Ocean

In the southern Indian Ocean in DJF, in CESM the change to 
the storm track at 10 m is modest, with local differences of 
less than 0.4 m/s (~ 10%, Fig. 4a) and at 850 hPa differences 
are mostly insignificant (Fig. 4b). In GFDL CM, the Indian 
Ocean 10 m storm track differences are more notable (visible 
in Fig. 1d, as an extended maximum, see also Fig. 4c), and 
stronger than in CESM, but with a similar spatial pattern 
to CESM. Again there is a lack of significant difference at 
850 hPa (Fig. 4d). For reference, the storm track sensitivity 

Fig. 3  As Fig. 2 but for the North-West Pacific in DJF

Fig. 4  As Fig. 2 but for the Southern Indian Ocean in DJF
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to ocean resolution in June–July–August (JJA), time of the 
strongest Southern Hemisphere storm track, is similar to 
that in DJF for GFDL-CM, whilst the response in CESM is 
slightly stronger than in DJF: but again at 850 hPa there is 
very weak sensitivity in both models (not shown).

3.3  Comparison with reanalysis data

The model results are now compared against ERA-
Interim Reanalysis (ERA-I: Dee et al. 2011), regridded 
from its native spectral T255 resolution onto a similarly 
spaced 0.75° regular grid. As with the climate models, 

the surface storm track is obtained by daily differencing 
of the meridional 10 m winds, with data taken from the 
recent 2003–2016 period.

The surface storm track in CESM is stronger than that 
in ERA-I at both resolutions, typically by 0.6 m/s or more 
in the N. W. Atlantic (Fig. 5a, b) and N. W. Pacific (Supp. 
Fig. 1) and by 0.4 m/s or more in the S. Indian Ocean 
(Fig. 6a, b). This is partly due to the low level wind bias 
of CESM discussed in Sect. 3.1, and also due to a general 
warm SST bias in mid to high latitudes in CESM (Small 
et al. 2014b).

Fig. 5  Difference between surface storm track in climate models and 
that in ERA-Interim, for DJF in the North-West Atlantic. a, b The 
coupled CESM and c, d GFDL CM experiments. The left panels 

show the low-resolution models minus ERA-Interim, the right panels 
the high-resolution models minus ERA-Interim. Contour interval of 
0.2 m/s. Color bars at bottom apply to all panels

Fig. 6  As Fig. 5 but for DJF in the South Indian Ocean
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In the N. W. Atlantic CESM-LR is stronger than ERA-I 
by more than 1.6 m/s off the US Eastern Seaboard (Fig. 5a). 
The differences are much reduced in CESM-HR (Fig. 5b) 
as expected from Fig. 2a but still reach 1 m/s. In the N. 
W. Pacific, the differences are also reduced in CESM-HR 
east of Japan (Supp. Fig. 1a, b). Meanwhile in the S. Indian 
Ocean, there are only subtle changes between resolution in 
the comparison with ERA-I (Fig. 6a, b), as to be expected 
from Fig. 4a.

Contrasting with CESM, GFDL-CM has a generally weak 
storm track compared to ERA-I by 0.4 m/s or more in the 
N. Hemisphere (Fig. 5c, d; Supp. Fig. 1c, d). In the N.W. 
Atlantic it is especially apparent in the Gulf Stream region 
(Fig. 5c, d) and as expected from Fig. 2c, it does not vary 
much between resolutions. It is a similar story in the N. W. 
Pacific (Supp. Fig. 1c, d). However, in the S. Indian ocean 
there is a sensitivity to resolution: GFDL-CM-LR has a 
much stronger dipole of differences centered approximately 
along 40°S (Fig. 6c) than seen in GFDL-CM-HR (Fig. 6d). 
The sign of the dipole difference in GFDL-CM-LR (Fig. 6c) 
implies that the storm track is located too far to the north 
compared to ERA-I: the correction made by increasing reso-
lution (seen in Fig. 4c) is opposite-signed and strengthens 
the storm track south of 40°S and weakens it further north.

These results show that both high resolution CESM and 
CM correct the storm track towards reanalysis values in the 
key regions where they also show large differences with low-
resolution (in the N. Hemisphere in CESM, in the S. Ocean 
in GFDL-CM). However, as large overall biases remain, 
the next sub-section considers a cleaner assessment of the 
models.

3.4  CESM: comparison with an atmosphere‑only 
model run

As noted above in Sect. 3.1, the boundary layer scheme 
used in the CESM simulations produces a too strong sur-
face storm track at all resolutions, as seen in Figs. 5 and 6 
and Supp. Figure 1. This global boundary layer bias problem 
complicates interpretation of local changes with resolution, 
and therefore a comparison is also made with an atmos-
phere-only simulation made with the CESM model with 
observed SST (comparable simulations with the GFDL-CM 
atmosphere model were not readily available). Differences 
between the coupled models and this atmosphere-only model 
will be mainly due to the different SST, and the presence or 
absence of coupling: but not due to differences in model 
physics or the influence of data assimilation.

The CESM1 atmosphere-only run, with the same 
atmosphere model version as in the coupled run, and with 
0.25° resolution, is used as a “reference” run here. It uses 
observed, daily 0.25° SST (Reynolds et al. 2007) as the 
surface boundary condition, for the period 2003–2009 (see 

Table 1 for details) and the run is referred to as CESM-A. 
As daily 10 m wind data was not saved in CESM-A, the 
model bottom layer (with mid-level at about 60 m) wind 
variability is compared with the same in CESM-LR and 
CESM-HR. The results are shown as near -surface storm 
track in the CESM coupled model minus that in the CESM-
A, for the North Atlantic and North Pacific (Fig. 7). (Sta-
tistical significance is not assessed for this comparison as 
the CESM-A run is short—a total of 14 years.) Off the US 
east coast, the storm track in CESM-LR is stronger than in 
CESM-A by up to 0.8 m/s (Fig. 7a) and is also stronger east 
of Japan, by 0.4–0.6 m/s (Fig. 7c). This occurs in the same 
regions where CESM-HR has significantly reduced storm 
track magnitude compared to CESM-LR (Figs. 2, 3), and 
thus there is a reduction in the bias with high resolution in 
both regions as confirmed by Fig. 7b, d. There is not a per-
fect match between CESM-HR and CESM-A (see Fig. 7b, 
d) but the differences are generally much smaller in absolute 
magnitude than with CESM-LR. This analysis shows that 
CESM-HR has a more realistic storm track than CESM-
LR (relative to simulations forced with observed SSTs), and 
hence the reduction of storm track strength with resolution 
corresponds to a reduced bias, at least locally, confirming 
the results of Sect. 3.3. The following section aims to explain 
why the storm track is sensitive to ocean model resolution.

4  What governs the storm track response 
to resolution?

We have illustrated the differences of storm tracks with 
increased ocean resolution in the CESM and GFDL CM 
and showed a lack of coherent large-scale increase in storm 
activity in the high-resolution simulations, despite the better 
resolved ocean mesoscales. To better understand what drives 
the storm track sensitivity to resolution we focus, in the fol-
lowing, on changes in surface temperature and changes in 
atmospheric processes that relate to storm tracks.

4.1  Model SST bias, and sensitivity of mean SST 
and surface temperature gradient to resolution

Several aspects of the mean state of the climate model can 
affect the storm track activity. For example, the CESM simu-
lation with a low-resolution ocean exhibits too-warm water 
off the U.S. east coast over the continental shelf, and too cold 
water in the central North Atlantic, relative to observations 
(Fig. 8a). The latter is partly due to errors in the Gulf Stream 
path (i.e. the absence of the Northwest Corner and thus too 
southerly and zonal position of the North Atlantic Current, 
which leads to waters that are too cold at the surface between 
40°N and 50°N and around 40°W: Weese and Bryan 2006). 
On the other hand, the former is due to overshooting of Gulf 
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Fig. 7  Difference between near-surface storm track in coupled CESM 
experiments and atmosphere-only CESM-A (all with the same atmos-
phere model and resolution), for DJF in the a, b North-West Atlantic 

and c, d North-West Pacific. The left panels show CESM-LR minus 
CESM-A, the right panels CESM-HR minus CESM-A. Contour 
interval of 0.1 m/s

Fig. 8  Difference between model SST and observed SST (HadISST; Hurrell et al. 2008), for DJF. a, c, e are for CESM-LR and b, d, f are for 
GFDL-CM-LR. a, b for North-West Atlantic, c, d for North-West Pacific, e, f for S. Indian Ocean. The color bar at bottom applies to all panels
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Stream which impinge on the U.S. northeast shelf, while the 
observed Gulf Stream separates near Cape Hatteras. This 
is one of the most common and longstanding limitation of 
the low-resolution climate models, including various CESM 
(e.g. Danabasoglu et al. 2012) and CMIP5 (e.g. Booth et al. 
2017) models.

Using a high-resolution ocean component leads to a dra-
matic improvement in the midlatitude North Atlantic SST 
(see Small et al. 2014b), removing much of the large-scale 
biases, due to the better resolved Gulf Stream. This can be 
seen by comparing Fig. 9a (CESM-HR minus CESM-LR) 
and Fig. 8a (CESM-LR minus observed SST): opposing 
colors in the two maps in the Gulf Stream vicinity imply 
improvements with resolution.

The GFDL models exhibit different SST bias behavior. 
The low resolution model GFDL CM-LR has a dominant 
cold bias in the Northwest Atlantic (Fig. 8b), and, indeed, 
over much of the subtropical N. Hemisphere (Vecchi et al. 
2014; as found in many CMIP5 models; see Wang et al. 
2014), while the warm bias is confined over the continental 
shelf (Fig. 8b). The cold bias is exacerbated by the absence 
of the Northwest Corner as in CESM, which in turn is 
related to inadequate representation of deep overflows and 

deep western boundary currents (Delworth et al. 2012; Grif-
fies et al. 2014; Saba et al. 2016).

Despite the different SST bias patterns of the low reso-
lution GFDL CM compared to CESM, the change in SST 
related to increased ocean resolution in GFDL CM (Fig. 9b) 
is qualitatively similar to that in CESM in the Northwest 
Atlantic. GFDL CM-HR acts to cool the coastal shelf waters 
and to warm the south and east, but the SST difference val-
ues are much weaker than in CESM (compares Fig. 9a, b). 
Griffies et al. (2014) found that the effect of resolved eddies 
in GFDL-CM-HR was to transfer heat upwards and gen-
erally warm the surface compared to GFDL-CM-LR: this 
particularly occurs in the subtropical gyres (see Fig. 9b and 
also Fig. 5 of Griffies et al. 2014): however, a large region 
centered around 25°W, 55°N in the subpolar gyre cools con-
siderably in GFDL-CM-HR (Fig. 9b), for reasons unknown.

The CESM and GFDL CM with the high-resolution 
ocean also improve upon SST biases in the North Pacific 
and southern Indian Ocean. In the North Pacific high resolu-
tion acts to cool the region east of Japan (Fig. 9c, d), which 
has a warm SST bias in the low resolution case (Fig. 8c, 
d), especially in CESM, but further east the high-resolution 
models are warmer.

Fig. 9  As Fig. 8 but now showing difference in surface temperature between high-resolution model and low-resolution version, in DJF. The color 
bar at bottom applies to all panels
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In the southern Indian Ocean/Agulhas Return Current 
region, the low-resolution models exhibit a dipole of cold 
bias equatorward of warm bias (Fig. 8e, f), which is partly 
due to weak frontal gradients. In addition, Weijer et al. 
(2012) noted that the Agulhas Retroflection was too weak, 
with too much leakage of Indian Ocean waters into the 
Atlantic, in CCSM4, which had the same ocean resolution 
as CESM-LR: this is likely also true in GFDL-CM-LR, and 
would contribute to the cold bias region in Fig. 8e, f. Again, 
the globally cool nature of GFDL-CM-LR (Vecchi et al. 
2014) exacerbates the cold bias in this region (Fig. 8f). The 
sharpening of the SST gradient and presence of more realis-
tic Agulhas Retroflection in the high-resolution models leads 
to large improvements upon the low resolution (Fig. 9e, f, 
compare to Fig. 8e, f). This is most notable in GFDL-CM-
HR (Fig. 9f) and we suggest below that this fact explains 
the stronger sensitivity of storm track in this region to ocean 
resolution in the GFDL CM suite than in CESM.

An important consequence of the reduction of warm 
coastal SST bias in the high-resolution model (particu-
larly CESM; Fig. 9a) is the change to land–sea temperature 

contrast. This is perhaps best seen in full fields of the surface 
temperature gradient, including data from land and ocean, 
from CESM-HR and CESM-LR in the Northwest Atlantic in 
Fig. 10. The low-resolution ocean case has an overly strong 
horizontal surface temperature gradient (which is associ-
ated with the warm bias in the coastal ocean), all along the 
coastline from Florida northwards (Fig. 10a), stronger and 
more coherent than that seen with the high-resolution ocean 
(Fig. 10b). This is also seen as cold colors along the coast-
line in the difference map of Fig. 11a below. Close inspec-
tion reveals that the difference in surface temperature gradi-
ent along the coast is typically 9 °C per 100 km to 15 °C per 
100 km (Supp. Fig. 2).

The reduced surface temperature gradient at the coast-
line in CESM-HR is, however, countered by the stronger 
SST gradient offshore over the better resolved Gulf Stream 
(Fig. 10b, and warm colors in Fig. 11a). In fact in CESM-HR, 
the magnitude of the gradient of the time-mean SST in DJF 
over the Gulf Stream reaches 10 °C per 100 km to 20 °C per 
100 km (Fig. 10b), which is much stronger than observed in 
the satellite observation based 0.25° NOAA OI SST (Reynolds 

Fig. 10  Surface temperature gradients in DJF (magnitude of the gra-
dient of the mean temperature, in °C per 100 km). The color bar is 
non-uniform and shown at bottom. a–c from CESM, d from Reynolds 

et al. (2007) SST, e, f from GFDL-CM. Contours of surface tempera-
ture are shown on d–f. For all panels except d the surface temperature 
over land is included in the calculation
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et al. 2007) where it is typically less than 10 °C per 100 km 
(Fig. 10d). In CESM-LR, the SST gradient due to the Gulf 
Stream is weaker than that in CESM-HR by typical values 

of 5 °C per 100 km to 11 °C per 100 km (Fig. 11a, Supp. 
Fig. 2). Thus the magnitude of the SST gradient weakening 
seen in CESM-LR is somewhat less than the strengthening of 

Fig. 11  Near surface factors (as labelled) affecting storm track 
strength off US East coast in DJF. Left panels: CESM-HR minus 
CESM-LR. Right panels: GFDL-CM-HR minus GFDL-CM-LR. 

Overlaid are 10  m storm track differences, with a 0.2  m/s interval. 
Positive values are solid, negative dashed, and the zero contour is 
omitted
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the land–sea temperature gradient in CESM-LR discussed in 
the previous paragraph.

Meanwhile, GFDL-CM has weaker gradients along the 
coastline at both resolutions compared to CESM (Fig. 10e, f), 
and the strength of the SST gradient along the Gulf Stream in 
CFDL-CM-HR is more comparable with OISST (Fig. 10f). 
Overall, the difference in surface temperature gradients 
between resolutions in GFDL-CM (Fig. 11b) is much weaker 
than in CESM (Fig. 11a).

The relevance of the land-sea contrast and the ocean SST 
gradient is discussed below in the context of baroclinicity 
estimates, and related to the storm track changes. Note that 
in Figs. 11 and 12, the corresponding differences in surface 
storm track are overlaid as line contours to aid interpretation.

4.2  Changes to air–sea stability, surface latent heat 
flux and baroclinicity

The cold air coming off the North American continent 
in the low-resolution ocean case (CESM-LR) meets the 
warmer Gulf Stream water immediately offshore lead-
ing to a very unstable air-sea interface. In this case, the 
air-sea temperature difference ΔT is large (> 5 °C) close 
to the coast, whereas for CESM-HR, large values of ΔT 
only occur further offshore over the core of the Gulf Stream 
(not shown). This results in a more stable condition near 
the coast in CESM-HR (i.e. more negative ΔT; Fig. 11c). 
Consequently, the turbulent heat flux out of the ocean is 
smaller over coastal waters in the high-resolution ocean case 

Fig. 12  As Fig. 11 but for South Indian Ocean in DJF. Overlaid are 10 m storm track differences, with a 0.2 m/s interval. Negative values are 
shown as thin lines here
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(Fig. 11e). Note that for both air-sea stability measured by 
ΔT (Fig. 11c) and latent heat flux (Fig. 11e), there is an 
increase of the quantity in CESM-HR further offshore, but 
the magnitude is generally weaker than that of the coastal 
reduction.

The atmospheric baroclinicity, or the maximum Eady 
growth rate, is often used to quantify the effect of mean 
atmosphere temperature gradients on storm tracks (Eady 
1949; Hoskins and Valdes 1990). Free-troposphere values of 
baroclinicity are most often used to indicate potential storm 
growth (e.g. Hoskins and Valdes 1990), but it has also been 
argued that near-surface baroclinicity is important (Naka-
mura 2004). We computed the baroclinicity at various levels 
from 950 to 700 hPa. At higher levels the CESM-HR minus 
CESM-LR difference in baroclinicity exhibited a weak 
increase in the North Atlantic, but at 925 hPa the change in 
baroclinicity (Fig. 11g) displays a close resemblance to the 
storm track difference (Fig. 2a, b) with a dramatic weaken-
ing near the coast and a some strengthening closer to the 
Gulf Stream extension.

Further investigation showed that the reduction in Eady 
Growth rate in coastal waters at 925 hPa was dominated by 
the change in vertical stability (buoyancy frequency) and not 
by the change in horizontal temperature gradient, the latter 
being more important outside of the boundary layer. This 
contrasts with some results from AMIP runs with smoothed 
SST in the North Atlantic (Small et al. 2014a), but is consist-
ent with AMIP simulations of the North Pacific (Kuwano-
Yoshida et al. 2017) where the change in stability is also the 
major factor.

The above results indicate that the time-mean SST differ-
ence between CESM-HR and CESM-LR is most important 
in setting the difference in surface storm track in the North-
west Atlantic as defined by meridional wind variability. SST 
gradients appear to be less important, as these are much 
stronger in CESM-HR, but the surface storm track differ-
ences are predominantly negative. Part of the reason for this 
is that the enhanced SST gradient in CESM-HR is countered 
by a more reduced land-sea surface temperature gradient.

The corresponding differences in the above “storm-track-
forcing” metrics between GFDL-CM-HR and GFDL-CM-
LR in the North Atlantic have similar spatial structure to 
CESM, but are generally much weaker (Fig. 11b, d, f, h). 
This explains the weaker storm track sensitivity to resolution 
in this region in GFDL CM, consistent with the difference 
in mean SST shown in Fig. 9b.

The metrics were also computed for the North Pacific 
(Supp. Fig. 3) where similar reductions in the storm-track-
forcing metrics were seen off the Japan coast. Meanwhile, 
in the southern Indian Ocean in DJF (Fig. 12) and in JJA 
(Supp. Fig. 4), it was found that GFDL CM showed the 
larger differences in air-sea stability between resolutions 
(Fig. 12d), compared to CESM (Fig. 12c), likely leading 

to the stronger storm track response in GFDL CM in this 
region (Fig. 4a, c). Here, air-sea stability differences between 
resolutions (Fig. 12c, d), as well as latent heat flux differ-
ences (Fig. 12e, f), better matched the spatial distribution of 
storm track change (Fig. 4a, c) than did surface temperature 
gradient (Fig. 12a, b, g). Further, as in the N. Atlantic, the 
pattern of boundary layer baroclinicity difference (Fig. 12g, 
h) appears to be more constrained by stability difference and 
hence stratification difference, than by changes in surface 
temperature gradient (Fig. 12a–d).

5  Alternative metrics of the storm track

So far the paper has focused on one commonly used metric 
of the storm track, namely the synoptic variability of meridi-
onal wind. In this section alternative metrics are presented, 
both Eulerian and Lagrangian.

5.1  Eulerian measures

A key aspect of synoptic variability in midlatitude regions is 
precipitation. A substantial portion of the mean precipitation 
of the season occurs in atmosphere fronts associated with 
synoptic storms (Catto et al. 2012). These storms regularly 
develop and grow near the western boundary currents, where 
their precipitation rates are affected by the underlying SST 
field (Czaja and Blunt 2011; Parfitt and Czaja 2016; O’Neill 
et al. 2017).

For reference the time-mean fields of total monthly pre-
cipitation rate for the Northwest Atlantic and Northwest 
Pacific in DJF from the high-resolution models are shown 
in Fig. 13. The now-familiar band of strong precipitation 
along the Gulf Stream can be seen, maximizing downstream 
of the coast (Fig. 13a, c; Minobe et al. 2008, 2010; Czaja 
and Blunt 2011; O’Neill et al. 2017). Likewise, precipitation 
is maximized east of Japan (Fig. 13b, d). CESM has more 
precipitation than GFDL CM, and indeed CESM-HR has a 
positive precipitation bias when compared to GPCP observa-
tions (Small et al. 2014b).

The contrasts between high-resolution and low-resolu-
tion precipitation are shown in Fig. 14. In general, these 
maps have more equal amplitudes of positive and negative 
anomalies than the corresponding surface meridional wind 
difference plots (Figs. 2, 3). In the North Pacific in both 
models, and in the North Atlantic in CESM, precipitation 
variability is enhanced in the high-resolution cases, except 
close to the U.S. northeast coast and the Japan east coast. 
The positive anomalies represent not just a shift of precipi-
tation away from the coast, but also an absolute increase in 
the maximum precipitation rates over the ocean front: by 
at least 1mm/day, and between 10 and 15% increase, for 
the N. Atlantic in CESM (not shown). The weakest change 
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over the ocean front is in GFDL CM in the North Atlantic 
(Fig. 14c). All four panels of Fig. 14 bear a close cor-
respondence to the change in SST with resolution shown 
in Fig. 9a–d, confirming the strong control of SST on the 
precipitation field in these regions. The amplification of 
the positive pole of the differences in these precipitation 
fields, compared to the surface wind fields, may be due to 
the non-linear response of atmosphere moisture to SST 

given by the Clausius–Clapeyron equation, with dispro-
portionally large precipitation responses to warm SST 
anomalies. It is also noted here that not just the mean, 
but the synoptic variability of precipitation, and also of 
latent heat flux, an important contributor to precipitation, 
has a similarly enhanced positive anomaly (not shown) 
compared to the meridional wind storm track differences.

Fig. 13  Climatological precipitation fields in DJF in high-resolution models. a CESM-HR N. Atlantic, b CESM-HR N. Pacific, c GFDL-CM-
HR N. Atlantic, d GFDL-CM-HR N. Pacific

Fig. 14  As Fig. 13, but now showing the precipitation difference between high-resolution and low-resolution models
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5.2  Lagrangian storm track

The Eulerian storm track estimates given above, based 
on variances of synoptic-timescale filtered quantities, do 
not distinguish between changes to storm intensity versus 
changes to path and frequency of storms. It would be useful 
to know these quantities, particularly with respect to quanti-
fying U.S. east coast storms and storms off Japan which may 
impact the mainland. To address this, a Lagrangian approach 
is taken using the CESM model, based on identification of 
surface pressure minima, as described in Sect. 2.2.

The Lagrangian storm track density (number of storms 
per year in a 6° × 6° grid box) in CESM-HR in DJF reveals 
the expected maxima in the central North Pacific and North 
Atlantic (Fig. 15a). The Atlantic maxima is somewhat fur-
ther downstream than that shown in e.g. Hoskins and Hodges 
(2002), although this is primarily due to the fact that the 
method used here requires a cyclone to have a surface pres-
sure less than 980 hPa for at least 6 h during its lifetime for 
inclusion. Plots using weaker cutoffs reduce this downstream 
shift by including storms earlier (more westward) in their 
lifetime (not shown). The mean surface pressure over the 
ocean [equal to sea level pressure (SLP) by definition] at 
each spatial location for all storms is shown in Fig. 15c. This 
is similar in spatial pattern to the climatological mean SLP 
distribution, but has lower SLP because only low pressure 
cyclones are included.

The annual track density difference between CESM-HR 
and CESM-LR models (storms stronger than 980 hPa only), 
is shown in Fig. 15b. Compared to the Eulerian quantity of 
CESM-HR minus CESM-LR difference in 850 hPa meridi-
onal winds (Figs. 2b, 3b), some similarities between Lagran-
gian and Eulerian approaches are apparent, such as a reduc-
tion in track density off Japan where the Eulerian variance 
of wind is reduced, combined with a corresponding increase 
to the east. Some differences between the techniques exist 
as well. Track density changes are relatively small along the 
U.S. east coast between the two resolutions, contrasting with 
the notable reduction in the Eulerian quantity. However, it 
should be noted that a similar shift to that seen in Fig. 2b is 
noticeable further north in the Atlantic basin with decreased 
storm activity off the coast of Newfoundland (and shift fur-
ther offshore) with CESM-HR.

Low pressure storms are weaker (i.e. higher SLP, warm 
colors) in CESM-HR off the Japan coast, and stronger (blue 
colors) in the central North Pacific (Fig. 15d), again consist-
ent with the Eulerian wind quantities. This response is not as 
noticeable off the U.S. east coast, which shows deeper SLP 
immediately adjacent to the coast in CESM-HR (Fig. 15d) 
and weak, positive values further offshore, although as 
before, storms are weaker along the Canadian coast and 
the closer one gets to the core of the North Atlantic storm 
track region. Since Lagrangian analyses are most robust for 

mature, deep cyclones, this implies that many of the changes 
seen directly off the U.S. coast in the Eulerian metrics may 
be primarily centered around storms in the nascent phase. 
The stronger agreement in the North Pacific, on the other 
hand, indicates that storm track differences are robust across 
with regard to both storm frequency and intensity.

The Lagrangian track density analysis shows the N. 
Pacific storm density in CESM-HR is larger than the N. 
Atlantic (Fig. 15a). This differs from the Eulerian surface 
storm, in which the N. Atlantic is stronger than the N. Pacific 
(Fig. 1b). Part of the difference can be attributed to the dif-
ferences in the metrics (e.g. Hoskins and Hodges 2002), 
however another issue relates to the physics of the surface 
storm track. In the N. Atlantic, the lower tropospheric stabil-
ity is weaker than in the N. Pacific, which leads to stronger 
vertical momentum mixing and a stronger surface storm 
track (Booth et al. 2017). A separate metric of the mid-trop-
ospheric storm track is the precipitation, which is larger in 
the N. Pacific than the N. Atlantic (Fig. 13) and therefore 
consistent with the Lagrangian storm track. Additional com-
parison of the Lagrangian and Eulerian measures of storm 
tracks is made in Sect. 6.2 below.

6  Discussion

6.1  On the influence of absolute SST vs. SST 
gradient

Why does the storm track in the N. Hemisphere in CESM1 
not increase in strength when the ocean model produces a 
much stronger SST gradient? In this model, the increase 
in SST gradient seen in CESM-HR relative to CESM-
LR mainly occurs due to a large cooling of the shelf and 
adjacent slope waters. In other words, there is an average 
reduction of spatially-averaged SST under the storm track 
that accompanies the increase in SST gradient, and thus a 
reduction of thermodynamic (surface) energy to the atmos-
phere. This counteracts any increase of storm track due to 
increased SST gradients. This is consistent with case-studies 
of Booth et al. (2012) which found that the strength of the 
storms is more sensitive to the temperature of the SST under 
the warm sector of the storm than the strength of the SST 
gradient. In addition to the reduction in absolute SST in the 
high-resolution CESM, there is a large reduction in land–sea 
temperature contrast, both factors acting to reduce the storm 
track activity.

These issues have been addressed in a separate experi-
ment with CESM (referred to here as SmthSST) performed 
with the same high-resolution components as CESM-HR but 
where the SST is spatially smoothed before passing to the 
model coupler where air-sea fluxes are computed (see Ma 
et al. 2016 for a description of these CESM experiments). 
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Fig. 15  Lagrangian storm tracks for CESM in DJF. a, b Track density. c, d Spatial mean SLP for all storms. Full fields for CESM-HR are shown 
in a and c: the differences CESM-HR minus CESM-LR are shown in b and d 
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The motivation here is that by keeping the model compo-
nents at the same resolution, we are less likely to obtain a 
very different global solution: but we should see the influ-
ence of SST gradients on the atmosphere (and feedbacks to 
the ocean). Further, changes to SST are made not just pri-
marily on the cold side of the Gulf Stream but more equally 
on both sides of the ocean front (Fig. 17a). The smoothing 
was a 1000 km by 1000 km box-car average, which pro-
duces a substantially smoother SST field than seen with the 1 
degree ocean model (Fig. 10a versus c). The SmthSST simu-
lation is only 10 years long and hence care needs to be taken 
in assessing the differences from the control CESM-HR run.

Compared against the CESM-HR run (Fig. 1b), the North 
Atlantic and S. Indian Ocean storm track of SmthSST in DJF 

is weaker, but the North Pacific storm track is stronger (com-
pare Fig. 16a with Fig. 1b). We believe the N. Pacific storm 
track difference is affected by large-scale natural variabil-
ity and the shortness of the run: the time-mean differences 
of SST between CESM-HR and SmthSST1 (Supp. Fig. 5) 
exhibit overall cooling in the Northwest Pacific which affects 
the storm track strength. Therefore, we focus on the North 
Atlantic storm track.

Compared to the mainly monopole structure of the 
model resolution comparison of Fig. 2a, there is more of 
a dipole structure in the storm track difference (Fig. 16b), 
with a stronger storm track over the Gulf Stream region in 

Fig. 16  Result of smooth-
ing SST for air-sea fluxes in a 
coupled simulation. a Surface 
storm track in SmthSST run, 
DJF, to compare with Fig. 1b. b 
CESM-HR minus SmthSST dif-
ferences of surface storm track 
in the N. W. Atlantic

1 Strictly, we use the SST that is used to compute air–sea fluxes in 
the SmthSST case which by design is smoother than the actual ocean 
SST, see Sect. 2.
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CESM-HR. SmthSST has weaker surface temperature gra-
dients along the Gulf Stream (Fig. 10c) compared to CESM-
HR (Fig. 10b), and also along the coastline compared to 
CESM-LR (Fig. 10a). Further, the storm track “forcing 
metrics” also show stronger positive poles in the difference 
fields (Fig. 17) compared to the model resolution compari-
son case (Figs. 9a, 11), which illustrates a larger change 
along the Gulf Stream and hence in the above storm tracks. 
Further, not only is the storm track stronger in CESM-HR in 
North Atlantic near the surface, compared to SmthSST, but 
also in the lower free troposphere at 850 hPa (Supp. Fig. 6).

In the SmthSST case for the North Atlantic, the reduced 
SST gradient is achieved while keeping the spatial average 
of SST approximately constant (i.e. roughly equal positive 
and negative poles of SST difference; Fig. 17a). In this case, 
an overall increase in spatially-averaged storm track activity 
can be seen in CESM-HR compared to SmthSST. (This was 
also seen in Small et al. 2014a where the storm track was 
increased over large, sub-basin scale regions when the SST 
was not smoothed, see their Tables 2 and 4.) Also, an over-
all increase in storm track activity was seen in the southern 
Indian Ocean in GFDL-CM-HR compared to GFDL-CM-
LR, where the main change to SST was an increase in the 
Antarctic Circumpolar Current region (Fig. 9f), contrasting 

with the reduction in SST in the U.S. east coast region in the 
CESM-HR case (Fig. 9a).

These results may help explain the somewhat contra-
dictory results of case studies of single storms described 
in the Introduction. Sheldon et al. (2017) apply a uniform 
smoothing everywhere to create their weak SST gradient 
experiment, whereas Booth et al. (2012) change the gradient 
by only modifying the SST in the region north and west of 
the Gulf Stream North Wall. As mentioned above, the latter 
reduces the overall, spatially-averaged SST whilst the former 
approximately retains the average SST.

We may also speculate that if the SST gradient is 
increased in the Northwest Atlantic by artificially increas-
ing SST in the Gulf Stream region (rather than cooling shelf 
waters), a large and positive response of the storm track 
could be seen. This may be relevant to future scenarios of 
climate change, where warming associated with shifts in the 
Gulf Stream is seen at high-resolution (Saba et al. 2016). It 
may also have a relevance to the comparison of CESM-HR 
and GFDL-CM-HR reported in this paper: CESM-HR has 
much warmer SST in the Gulf Stream region than GFDL-
CM-HR, the latter having a large cold bias, and this may be 
part of the reason why CESM-HR has a much stronger storm 
track in the Gulf Stream region than GFDL-CM.

Fig. 17  Result of smoothing SST for air–sea fluxes in a coupled sim-
ulation. CESM-HR minus SmthSST differences in storm track forc-
ing metrics in DJF, compare with Fig. 16b. a Surface temperature, b 

air–sea temperature difference, c latent heat flux, d baroclinicity at 
925 hPa. d shows a larger domain
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6.2  Lagrangian versus Eulerian view of storm track

In Sects. 3 and 4, it was found that the storm track defined in 
terms of meridional wind variability responded very closely 
to changes in absolute SST between experiments, causing 
notable reductions of storm track strength off the east coasts 
when ocean resolution is increased.2 However, when differ-
ent storm track metrics are used, such as mean, or variability 
of precipitation, or Lagrangian low pressure center tracking, 
the results are subtly different. For example, precipitation 
variability was enhanced further downstream from the coast 
in the high-resolution experiments, possibly as a result of 
the Clausius–Clapeyron relation, i.e. enhanced sensitivity of 
moisture to warm SST, or due to the free-troposphere baro-
clinicity which increased offshore. Further, the Lagrangian 
storm track statistics gave different results for the storm track 
off the U.S. east coast compared to that off the Japan coast, 
contrasting to their similar characteristics in Eulerian sta-
tistics. This mainly reflects the fact that the Eulerian storm 
tracks include variability associated with both high and low 
pressure systems at all locations, whereas the Lagrangian 
trackers focus on the behavior of the low pressure storm 
centers. Likewise, metrics based on precipitation are biased 
towards the atmospheric fronts associated with low pressure 
systems. It also implies that storms may be preferentially 
impacted at different stages of their evolution, particularly 
in near-coastal regions in the Northern Hemisphere.

Additionally, Lagrangian statistics are most robust with 
large sample sizes of discrete trajectories, and deep, coher-
ent extratropical cyclone activity is less frequent along 
coastlines (particular the U.S. east coast) relative to in the 
heart of the storm tracks over the center of the ocean basins, 
implying that some discrepancy may be mitigated by larger 
samples with high-resolution models.

6.3  Role of ocean circulation

This paper has focused on changes of atmosphere storm 
track induced by refining ocean resolution, via changes in 
mean SST, but has not attempted to explain in any detail why 
the mean SST (or variability of SST), changes in the first 
place. Clearly the different ocean circulation at 0.1° resolu-
tion plays a role, such as by improving Agulhas leakage and 
the Agulhas Return Current, and improving (but not fix-
ing) biases in the separation location of the Gulf Stream and 
Kuroshio, and the path of the North Atlantic Current. Asso-
ciated feedbacks with the atmosphere will also be important.

In previous studies the ocean circulation and associated 
heat transport has been implicated in changing atmosphere 
heat transport in climate models with an eddy-resolving 
ocean. For example, Bishop et al. (2015) looked at year to 
year variability in CESM-HR and found a certain degree of 
compensation between ocean and atmosphere heat transport, 
related to the “Bjerknes compensation” idea. Further, Rob-
erts et al. (2016) related improvements in the mean surface 
heat flux and latent heat flux in their model with a high-
resolution ocean to differences in meridional heat transport 
in the ocean. Meanwhile in GFDL-CM, Griffies et al. (2014) 
showed that the representation of fine-scale currents and 
stronger gyre heat transport contributed to overall smaller 
temperature biases and drifts in ocean heat in GFDL-CM-
HR compared to models with coarser ocean resolution. 
Hence better representation of the ocean circulation at high 
resolution is important for reducing some of the other ocean 
and atmosphere biases in these climate models, in addition 
to surface storm track location errors discussed in this paper.

7  Conclusions

This paper has aimed to classify the sensitivity of the atmos-
phere storm track to ocean model resolution in coupled mod-
els. For two major U.S. global climate models, the difference 
in ocean model resolution between eddy-resolving (0.1°) 
and eddy-parameterized (1°) ocean is not sufficient to cause 
a large change in overall storm track strength in coupled 
climate models, by some typical Eulerian and Lagrangian 
measures. However, high ocean resolution does improve the 
location of the storm track maximum. This is manifested by 
a reduction of storm track strength off the U.S. and Japa-
nese east coasts at high resolution, particularly in the CESM 
model. In both of these climate models, the atmosphere 
model resolution is also high (0.25°–0.5°), so that synoptic 
atmospheric variability is quite well resolved (Colle et al. 
2013; Smirnov et al. 2015; Willison et al. 2013).

The most notable differences in storm track strength in 
CESM are seen in the Northern Hemisphere off the U.S. 
east coast and Japan coast. In contrast, in GFDL CM, it is 
the southern Indian Ocean storm track that is most sensi-
tive to ocean model resolution, although the effect is only 
in the boundary layer. This is due to the largest differences 
(between HR and LR) of absolute SST and of air–sea sta-
bility in CESM being present in the Northern Hemisphere: 
whilst in the Southern Hemisphere they are weaker. The 
converse is true for GFDL CM. Further, the surface latent 
heat flux and the low level baroclinicity are strongly con-
strained by the surface stability changes. All these factors 
affect the storm track, but we do not attempt to separate out 
their influence here.

2 In our experiments transient eddy kinetic energy at 850 hPa shows 
very similar behavior to low level meridional wind variance in 
CESM.
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The sensitivity to SST gradient is much weaker than 
to absolute SST, as shown by the small influence of the 
strongest SST gradient of all experiments (gradients of 
10–20 °C per 100 km in the North Atlantic in CESM-HR: 
compared to gradients typically less than 5 °C per 100 km 
in all other regions) contrasting with the strong effect of 
absolute SST difference in GFDL CM in the Indian Ocean. 
However, when considering the surface temperature gra-
dient (including land and ocean temperature), CESM-LR 
has the largest gradient of all simulations, which occurs 
along the U.S. east coast. Further, an important result of 
this paper is that the sensitivity of storm track to model 
resolution is dependent on the low resolution model mean 
SST bias and how much it is improved at high resolution.

It was shown that in the same regions where ocean 
model resolution has biggest impact on storm track 
strength (N. Hemisphere in CESM: S. Indian Ocean in 
GFDL-CM), the case with high-resolution is closest to 
both an atmosphere-only model (forced by observed SST) 
and ERA-Interim reanalysis data. Further the metrics of 
Sect. 4 allowed these storm track differences to be robustly 
attributed to the time-mean SST difference. Thus, although 
there are difficulties in directly comparing CESM with 
GFDL-CM and ERA-Interim, because of the different 
atmosphere physics and impact of data assimilation, these 
results show that use of a high-resolution ocean model in 
the coupled system will indeed improve the storm track 
(at least regionally) provided it improves the mean SST. 
We did not see evidence that changes to SST variability 
(such as due to ocean mesoscale) have a big impact on 
surface storm track: evidenced by the fact that there were 
minimal changes in the storm track across resolution in the 
S. Ocean/ACC region in CESM and in the N. Hemisphere 
storm track in GFDL-CM, despite these being regions of 
strong eddy activity in the oceans. But for other metrics of 
storm track such as precipitation, we did see an increase in 
some of these cases, suggesting a possible role for effects 
of eddies via diabatic responses in the atmosphere, as sug-
gested by Ma et al. (2015, 2017).

An experiment using high-resolution CESM but with 
the SST heavily spatially smoothed before being used to 
compute fluxes showed a weaker storm track in the North 
Atlantic compared to the standard coupling experiment. This 
showed that for a sufficiently large change in SST gradient, 
and when the difference in mean SST is not dominated by 
a monopole reduction, with its associated change in land-
sea contrast, SST gradients can drive a stronger storm track 
response.

Finally, subtly different results were found for different 
storm track metrics, showing that care needs to be taken in 
choosing a metric of most “usefulness.” Similar findings 
were found in a comparison of different Lagrangian meth-
ods by Neu et al. (2013). In this paper, we have focused on 

meridional wind variability which is related to temperature 
variability at western boundaries.
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